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(Abstrac t ] Side lobe sector nulling using phase-only control is a nonlinear 
proble.. It can be siaplified to a set of linear equations. 
the odd-sr-aetrity of phase perturbations, the unknowns are 
half. Calculations are sped greatly. 

1.Introduction 

And by using 
reduced by 

Interest in the subject of phase-only pattern control of array antennas 
has been sti.ulated by growing iaportance of phased array antennas. Since 
the required phase controls are already available as part of a bea. aterr
ing syste.. The literature on the subject is farily sizable [1], yet the 
results to date leave so.e basic questions unanswered. In sidelobe sector 
nulling,R.A.Shore and D.A.Pierre [2] presented a usual perforaance .easure, 
or a trade-off between the two objectives of lowered sidelobes and the pre
servation of the integrity of a design antenna pattern. Unfortunately, the 
final set of equtioDS is nonlinear in the variables and can be solved only 
by using the .ethod of nonlinear opti.ization. The nuaber of iterations re
quired to solve the proble. increases with the nu.ber of array ele.ents and 
also with increasing weight placed on reduction ot sector sidelobe power 
co.pared with aini.ization of weight perturbations. In this paper, the non
linear proble. is siaplified to a set of linear equations. Calculations are 
sped greatly and real-ti.e controls can be realized. 

2.Analysis 

For a linear array of N equispaced, isotropic eleaents with inter- eleaent 
spacing d and phase reference at the array center, let the sidelobe sector 
in which the power is to be ainiaized be specified by the interval [Uo-[,Uo 

+E]. the perforaance aeasure. P, is defined to be 

where 

N , 
P=,l( L. IW, -W",I+ Pav(U, ,E) 

n::;1 
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(1 ) 



Pav(U"f)=(I/2f) Ip(u)l' du ~
v.tE: 

-E 

with 

and 

and 

with 
d.=(N-l)/2-(n-l) 

A necessary condition for P to have a .ini.u. is that the partial deriva
tives of P with respect to the phase perturbation be equal to zero; that is 

ap 
~=O 

Thus the set of equations is obtained. 

with 

n::;1.2, •••• N (2) 

n::;1,2, ••• ,N (3) 

This set of equations is nonlinear in the variables. It is necessary to find 
a set of phase perturbations that .ini.izes P using a nonlinear opti.iza
tion .ethod. For a larger array. it is difficult to solve the set of equa
tions in short duration of CPU. But we can linearize the set of equations . 

Preservation of pattern integrity deaands that phase perturbations re
quired to achieve lowered side lobes be kept as s.all as possible. For s.all 
phase perturbations. the following approxi.ations are tenable. 

for x«l 

Sinx=x for x«l (4) 

By substituting (4) into (3), a set of linear equations is obtained. 

N II J:t. 1..( jl a. - L a. g., CoB1i, ,) + 'L.1'.,a,. g •. Cos t. ,= L:. a . g •. Sin 1>"", 
r=.1 " ~ j:/ ' ", le, ' I 
,*,II. ,'*n 

(5) 

This is a NXN .atrix equation. Because of the odd-s~etrity of the phase 
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perturbations, 
n=1.2, •.• ,N (6) 

the problea can be siaplified to a NlXNI aatrix equation(N1=N/2). 

[ A.n J·[fn ] = [Boo ] (7) 

A.n = [&".< g",.Cos <P.M" - gml:S 9l, .. , ) 

a tn()1- g".ICostl'fl)-L a,.g.,..Cos+c,,,,., 
j' :: I I I 

for atn 

for .=0 

i*m 
with 

l=N+I-n 

3.Results 

The linear algebraic equations (7) were solved by using Crout decoaposi
tion aethod. Calculations were perfor.ed for 20dB Taylor arrays of 16, 32 
and 64 ele.ents were interele.ent spacing~/2. The look direction of the 
array was .ade 10 by presetting all phases, and the pattern sector for re
duced sidelobe power was taken to be the interval [ 20D, 30D). Figures 1, 2 
and 3 show the unperturbed pattern and the perturbed pattern obtained with 

U=0.5 for arrays of 16, 32 and 64 ele.ents respectively. For a I6-ele.ent 
array,a loss of O.55dB in gain is associated with a 44.2dB average power in 
the required sector, while for a 64-ele.ent array, only a 0.17 dB 108s in 
gain is required to achieve a 57dB average power over the sector. As the 
nuaber of eleaents increases, the power in the sector [ 20~ 30D

] decreases 
and the perturbed pattern follows the original pattern acre closely, espe
cially in the near-in sidelobe region. Also, co.pared with (3), (7) was 
solved aore quickly. 

4. Conclusion 

With restrictions on the size of the phase perturbations, the nonlinear 
preblea was siaplified to a set of linear equations. And also, by using the 
odd-sra-etrity of phase perturbation, tbe unknowns were reduced by half. 
Therefore, solution of this problea was sped greatly. 
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